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In between the sky-high
towers and°the historic
streets of Downtown,
greenmarkets provide
bucolic respite.

FOOD/or
THOUGHT

New York City is a
buffet of GREEN
INITIATIVES;heres
how to get involved.
By Catherine McVay Hughes

L

iving in our great city means living in the
beating heart of the global networks of
commerce, science, and the arts. These
networks enrich our lives as we play our part
on the world stage; and New Yorkers celebrate
living and working in this vibrant epicenter.
In this city of foodies and entrepreneurs, we
think constantly about where our food comes
from, and the purity of our water. In fact, New
York City has committed $1 billion to making
sure that New York's "city gin"- widely touted as
the "champagne of drinking water" - remains
clean and pure. But as New Yorkers, we are
always looking for ways to make these networks
stronger, more resilient, and more accessible to
all our fellow citizens.
Big, dense cities like New York outpace the
rest of the country in sustainability; by escaping
suburban sprawl, we use more mass transit and
burn less fossil fuels, and high-rise life means we
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use energy more efficiently. New Yorkers know
that we can do more. Here are some ideas to help
us enjoy this city to its fullest, while making sure
the networks that support our lives here continue
to thrive and prosper.
Shop at your greenmarket

GrowNYC has created a network of
greenmarkets so all New Yorkers can access
the freshest, healthiest local food. Downtown
Manhattan has three year-round greenmarkets
in TriBeCa, City Hall and Bowling Green, and
seasonal markets with locations including
the Oculus at the World Trade Center and Water
Street Greenmarket at Coenties Slip. Locally
sourced food means local jobs, preserves precious
open space, and keeps family farmers on their
farmland. It also decreases the distance that food
travels. Bonus: some markets have cooking clases
so you know what to do with all that kale.

